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Abstract: In this paper, we present a kineto-static analysis on a wrist rehabilitation robot to compensate
for joint misalignment between human and robot joints. Since joint misalignment has proved to
generate user–device interaction forces, which reduce the comfort and safety of the wearable devices
and limit the user’s willingness to use it. The use of compliance and the addition of passive joints
for joint misalignment compensation are discussed. In order to study the effect of the initial offset,
we find that the initial offset in the direction perpendicular to the forearm causes a larger unwanted
force. In addition, the use of the softest compliance can minimize unwanted force by 38% compared
to the case without compliance. Furthermore, the effect of the addition of passive joints to the
exoskeleton is investigated. From the analysis results, the soft part of the human being is regarded as
a passive joint with the ability to compensate for joint misalignment. Moreover, the influence of the
soft characteristics of human limbs should be considered when designing a wearable robot. This soft
property, causing the movement of the braces, results in reducing the angular range of the wrist.
Through the analysis results, we provide effective ideas for joint misalignment compensation to fulfill
a comfortable and safer robot design.

Keywords: robotics; exoskeleton; wrist rehabilitation; joint misalignment; kineto-static analysis

1. Introduction

The human upper limb motor function is essential for everyday human activities. Patients with
a disability in the upper arm need rehabilitation to recover their capacity to accomplish activities of
daily livings (ADLs). A frequent and intensive rehabilitation exercise guided by well-trained clinicians
helps patients to regain their damaged function through a quicker and improved recovery throughout
the rehabilitation process. A drawback of such a method, though, is that a patient is expected to work
person to person with a therapist. The lack and exhaustion of therapists may cause unsatisfactory
recovery outcome over a long, tedious, and labor-intensive cycle. To overcome this issue, robot-assisted
therapy can provide intensive and continuous treatment to reduce the burden of therapists, which has
proved successful in rehabilitation therapy [1].

In the past four decades, robot-assisted therapy has increasingly developed [2]. Norouzi-Gheidari et al. [3]
performed a comprehensive analysis and found that robot-assisted treatment provides a successful method
for restoring human joint motion function. In general, robotics can perform repeated rehabilitation treatments
over a longer period, and it has proved to be an effective approach. In the meantime, with the advancement
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of entertaining assistance technology connected to robotics, patients will be more willing to engage in
rehabilitation towards improved recovery results.

The wrist joint is one of the complex human joints. It facilitates the movement and transmission
of force through five metacarpals, eight carpal bones, radius, and ulna. Bones and tissues, including
tendons, ligaments, nerves, skin and so on, are also combined with the human wrist. It binds the
forearm and the hand, allowing flexion-extension and ulnar-radial deviation movements by forearm
muscles. In fact, the wrist joint plays a key role in performing various essential everyday tasks [4].
Therefore, it is necessary to regain the range of motion (ROM) of the wrist to carry out hand functions.

A wide variety of robotic devices for wrist rehabilitation have been developed for years [5–7].
While rehabilitation robots have progressively played a crucial role in clinical use, satisfactory results
cannot be received in many rehabilitation robots. Especially in the case of exoskeletons, the possibility
of misalignment between the robot and the patient’s joint will produce unwanted forces [8]. It may
make the users feel discomfort or result in a dangerous condition during rehabilitation. To deal with
this issue, our previous works in [9,10] have studied the unwanted forces generated by the joint
misalignment of a rehabilitation robot for wrist movements in flexion/extension. Compensation for
joint misalignment is available with the use of compliant elements and the addition of passive joints.

This paper is an extended version of the research described in [10]. It addresses the impact of
the initial offset and the usage of compliant components. The wrist flexion and extension motion are
the goal of rehabilitation. The analytical model of the RRPR mechanism is investigated. Here, R and
P denote revolute and prismatic joints, respectively. Additionally, passive joints are added to the
exoskeleton for the compensation of misalignment. The target of the analysis is the RRRR four-bar
linkage. We extend our previous work through the optimization of each link length of the mechanism,
which influences the performance of the robot. The finding of the analysis will contribute to effective
ideas to design a robot with the comfort and safety of patients.

2. Methods

2.1. Static Force Analysis of a Wrist Rehabilitation Robot

Figure 1 shows a schematic illustration of a wrist rehabilitation robot. Although the wrist joint
has two degrees of freedom (DOF), we focus on this 1-DOF robot to achieve wrist flexion/extension
for recovery treatment. A coordinate system is defined, and its origin is fixed on the forearm located
at the center of the human wrist joint, CRhum-xyz. The y-coordinate axis aligns along the forearm
pointing towards the hand, and the x-coordinate axis is parallel to the considered rotation axis of the
wrist joint. The user’s forearm is fastened by the braces to the forearm link (lf). Moreover, the human
hand is securely fixed to the holder. For the hand flexion/extension movement, the range of motion
(ROM) of the wrist joint is set from −40◦ to 40◦ according to the investigation provided by Ryu et al. [4].
When the hand is at a neutral position, the wrist joint angle is set as zero.
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An analytical model of the robot mounted on the human forearm with an initial offset is shown in
Figure 2. The points CRhum and CRexo marked in Figure 2a represent the rotation centers of the human
wrist and of the robot joint, respectively. Taking into consideration the characteristics of human hand
soft tissue, the concept of dynamic pair proposed in [11] is applied. Here, the dynamic pair is described
as a model of linking parts between humans and robots. The effects of spring and damping are
involved in the dynamic pair. Therefore, the human hand is supposed as an element including a spring
and a damper. The displacement between CRhum and the hand-attached point H varies throughout the
rehabilitation motion. The unwanted force Fd runs alongside the hand by restricting the displacement
in the same direction. In this research, we make the following assumptions: 1. The braces are tightly
attached to the forearm and forearm deformation is neglected. 2. The rehabilitation movement is
considered to be quasi-static so that we will not take into account the dynamic effect. This means that
we presume that the human parts have a spring-like behavior without damping effects. 3. Fingers and
forearm effects are not considered during the entire motion.
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Figure 2. Analytical model of a robot with joint misalignment. (a) A model of a robot with misalignment;
(b) the beginning of the movement process, at θ = 0; (c) the end of the movement process, at θ = θend.

Based on the assumptions above, we adopt an analytical model developed by Schiele [12] to
determine the unwanted force caused by joint misalignment. The unwanted force Fd can be described
as follows:

Fd = ktot·dtot(θ, lh, x, y) (1)

where dtot is the displacement of the hand-attached point along with the hand, ktot is the total spring
constant of the hand and holder, θ is the hand rotation angle, which is defined as an angle between the
positive y-axis and the line passing through the CRhum and H, lh is the hand link length, which is
set as 70 mm, and x,y indicates the initial offsets in x and y directions. The beginning and the end of
the moving processes are illustrated in Figure 2b,c, where lbegin is the distance between CRhum and
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the hand-attached point H at θ = 0 and lend is the distance at a specified hand rotation angle θ = θend.
The total displacement can be calculated as follows:

dtot = lbegin − lend (2)

lbegin = y + lh· cos
(
sin−1(x/lh)

)
(3)

ψ = sin−1


√

x2 + y2· sin
(
θ+ tan−1

(
x
y

))
lh

 (4)

lend =

√
lh2 + x2 + y2 − 2·lh·

√
x2 + y2· cos

(
π−ψ− θend − tan−1

(
x
y

))
(5)

The displacement (dtot) relies on the angle of rotation of the hand (∆θ) and the offsets x and y.
In addition, regarding the compliance of the human hand and holder, we considered and modeled
these two parts as two springs, which are connected in series with each other. If the displacement (dtot)
and the total spring constant (ktot) are obtained, the unwanted force (Fd) can be calculated.

2.2. Addtion of Passive Joints

2.2.1. Four-Bar Linkage Design

Although it may increase the size and weight of the exoskeleton, it has been proved that adding
passive joints to the robot is an effective solution to compensate for the misalignment of human–robot
joints [13,14]. Inspired by these studies, in order to achieve a more compact design and lower friction
mechanism, we intend to use revolute joints instead of prismatic joints as passive joints. The analytical
model of the RRRR four-bar linkage is depicted in Figure 3. Here, as illustrated in Figure 4, three passive
revolute joints were applied to form a planar four-bar linkage, where R and Ra denote revolute and
active revolute joints, respectively. Through Gruebler’s equation, we can determine the degree of
freedom (DOF) of the mechanism as follows:

F = λ(n− 1− j) +
j∑

i=1

fi (6)

where λ is the DOF of the motion space, n is the total number of links, j is the total number of joints,
and f i is the DOF of each joint. Once the exoskeleton is connected to the forearm as seen in Figure 4a,
the human wrist is viewed as a virtual revolute joint to form a closed chain. By substituting λ = 3,
n = 4, and j = 4 into Equation (6), it yields that the DOF of the mechanism is one. This means that
the rehabilitation of the wrist joint can be achieved by the single input of the active revolute joint of
this mechanism regardless of the dimensions of the mechanism. Therefore, this mechanism can be
adapted to the position of the rotation axis of the wrist joint. In other words, this fact can be explained
by considering the situation of the detachment of the exoskeleton from the human forearm depicted
in Figure 4b. In this situation, the mechanism becomes an open chain and its DOF becomes three,
which is the maximum DOF of planar mechanisms. Therefore, the distal link BC of this mechanism
can be attached to the hand at an arbitrary pose (within the reachable area).

Next, the length of each link of the crank-rocker four-bar linkage can be determined by geometric
analysis. In Figure 5, the rotation angle range (∆θ) for the output rocker link (r4) is given as 80 degrees
(−40◦ to 40◦) for wrist flexion-extension motion. By using the Equation (7) below, we can realize that,
if the lengths of the fixed link r1 and actuated link r2 are known, the lengths of the coupler link r3 and the
rocker link r4 can be obtained for the given rotation angle. As we know, the link lengths of the four-bar
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linkage would have a huge impact on the static performance of the mechanism. Thus, the optimization
should be done to obtain the optimal link lengths, which will be discussed later in Section 2.2.3.

r3 =
r1

r2
sin

(
·θ
2

)
r4, r4 =

√√√√√√ r2
2 − r2

1

1−
r2
1

r2
2
sin2

(
·θ
2

) (7)
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2.2.2. Kineto-Static Analysis

For the four-bar linkage geometry displayed in Figure 6, a vector-loop equation is written
as follows:

⇀
r2 +

⇀
r3 =

⇀
r1 +

⇀
r4 (8)

where each vector represents each link. We can also express Equation (8) in polar form as follows:

r2e jθ2 + r3e jθ3 = r1e jθ1 + r4e jθ4 (9)
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By introducing complex numbers for each vector, Equation (9) can be written as follows:

r2(cosθ2 + j sinθ2) + r3(cosθ3 + j sinθ3) = r1(cosθ1 + j sinθ1) + r4(cosθ4 + j sinθ4) (10)

Next, Equation (10) can be separated into its real and imaginary components.

r3 cosθ3 = r1 cosθ1 + r4 cosθ4 − r2 cosθ2 (11)

r3 sinθ3 = r1 sinθ1 + r4 sinθ4 − r2 sinθ2 (12)

Now, square both sides of Equations (11) and (12) and then add them as follows:

r2
3 = r2

1 + r2
2 + r2

4 + 2r1r4(cosθ1cosθ4 + sinθ1sinθ4)

−2r1r2(cosθ1cosθ2 + sinθ1sinθ2)

−2r2r4(cosθ2cosθ4 + sinθ2sinθ4)

(13)

To simplify the expression of Equation (13), the constants A, B, and C are defined as follows:

A = 2r1r4cosθ1 − 2r2r4cosθ2

B = 2r1r4sinθ1 − 2r2r4sinθ2

C = r2
1 + r2

2 − r2
3 + r2

4 − 2r1r2(cosθ1cosθ2 + sinθ1sinθ2)

and Equation (13) becomes the following:

Acosθ4 + Bsinθ4 + C = 0 (14)

Then, θ3 and θ4 can be solved with the universal trigonometric substitution for given θ1 and θ2.

θ4 = 2 tan−1


−B±

(
B2
−C2 + A2

) 1
2

(C−A)

,−π ≤ θ4 ≤ π (15)

θ3 = tan−1
(

r1sinθ1 + r4sinθ4 − r2sinθ2

r1cosθ1 + r4cosθ4 − r2cosθ2

)
,−
π
2
≤ θ3 ≤

π
2

(16)

Next, in order to analyze the joint forces and required input torque to achieve the desired motion
under the wrist joint torque, static force analysis has been carried out based on the above position
analysis. The free body diagram of the linkage for this analysis is shown in Figure 7. According
to several biomechanical studies of the activities of daily livings, the maximum torque for hand
flexion/extension motion is about 0.35 N·m [5,6]. For patients in need of rehabilitation, however,
their joints are usually more resistant to joint movements related to injury, inflammation and so on.
Hence, the output torque (Tout) is set as 1.2 N·m in this research. We assume that, due to the low speed
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of the links, no inertia force is applied. Then, the equilibrium equations of each link can be put into a
matrix as follows: 

1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −a b 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −c d 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 −e f 0 0 0





F1x
F1y
F2x

F2y

F3x

F3y

F4x
F4y
Tin


=



0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Tout


(17)
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Figure 7. Free body diagram of four-bar linkage.

The unknowns are kept on the left-hand side and the known output torque (Tout) is on the
right-hand side. These nine unknowns can be solved by Equation (17).

2.2.3. Optimization

As mentioned earlier, determining the length of links would have a significant impact on the static
analysis, the details are shown and discussed later. In this section, the genetic algorithm (GA) proposed
by Holland et al. [15] is used for the optimization of the link length. The GA is an optimization method
inspired by evolution for seeking the maximum or minimum value of a given objective function f (x),
where x = {xi|i = 1, 2, . . . , N}. Through inheritance, selection, mutation, and crossover processes,
it can generate solutions to avoid falling into local optimal solutions. To put it another way, it shows
great promise in obtaining the global optimal solution. This feature is the main reason why we choose
this approach for optimization. For our objective function, we want to find the length of each link
when the minimum average force is applied on the wrist joint when the rotation of the wrist (θ) varies
from −40◦ to 40◦. In addition, considering the weight and portability of the device, we try to limit
the size of the rehabilitation robot. For this purpose, each link length is restricted to not exceed the
length of the r1 link. The average length of the human forearm between the elbow and the wrist is
274.33 mm [16]. We leave a certain distance between the location of braces and the elbow; therefore,
the maximum link length constraint is set as 200 mm in the optimization. The optimization problem is
expressed in the following statement:

minimize f (x) = 1
N

N∑
i=1

Fwrist,i(x)

subject to 0 < ln ≤ 200, n = 1, . . . , 4
(18)
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where N is the number of calculations and Fwrist is the force applied on the wrist obtained through
each calculation. Since the number of variables used for optimization is two (r1 and r2), we set a
population size as 70, which follows the rule for a general case that the population size is more than
10 times the of number of variables. Moreover, with the 40-bit length of one variable, we can ensure
the higher accuracy of solutions. Furthermore, the typical values of crossover rate are in the range
0.5–1.0, and the common values of mutation rate are in the range 0.005–0.05 [17]. Therefore, we set the
crossover rate and mutation rate as 0.7 and 0.02, respectively. The flowchart of optimization process is
seen in Figure 8, and the selected GA parameters are displayed in Table 1.Machines 2020, 8, 23 8 of 15 
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Table 1. Genetic algorithm (GA) parameters used in optimization.

Bit Length of One Variable Population Size Crossover Rate Mutation Rate

40 70 0.7 0.02

After one thousand times of genetic generation, we can obtain the optimal length of each link.
The optimal link lengths and the constant values of parameters used in analysis are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. The optimal and constant values of parameters used in analysis.

Description Parameter Value Unit

Optimal distance between
braces and wrist joint r1 138.0 mm

Optimal length of crank link r2 71.6 mm
Optimal length of coupler link r3 199.8 mm
Optimal length of rocker link r4 161.3 mm

Spring constant of forearm k 143 N/m
Output torque Tout 1.2 N·m

2.3. The Consideration of Human Soft Tissue

If we consider the similar concept of the analytical model mentioned in Section 2.1, we can use
the same output torque and wrist rotation angle conditions to analyze the joint force of the mechanism.
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Although we have not added any actual passive joints to this mechanism, we can still treat it as a
four-bar linkage. Indeed, when we consider the displacement of the hand-attached point, we have
regarded this moving part as a prismatic joint connected to a spring. Consequently, the movement of
the prismatic joint should be related to the spring constant of the hand. Owing to various measurement
conditions, the spring constant of the human hand could be varied [18] and it is adopted as 172.5 N/m
here. Based on the above presumptions, the mechanism with the wrist joint can form an RRPR planar
four-bar linkage. Similarly, we apply the free body diagram depicted in Figure 9 to calculate the joint
forces. Then, we can write the equilibrium equations in the matrix form as follows:

1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −a −b 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0 cosθ 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 sinθ 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 − cosθ 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 − sinθ 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 −

√
c2 + d2 −1 0 0 0





F1x
F1y
F2x

F2y

F3

T3

F4x
F4y
Tin


=



0
0
0

−Fd sinθ
−Fd cosθ

0
Fd sinθ
Fd cosθ
−Tout


(19)

where Fd is a spring force in a direction opposite to the displacement of hand-attached point H along
with the human hand.
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On the other hand, we further consider the effects of human soft characteristics throughout
rehabilitation. It is important to notice that the soft tissue of the forearm will still move during the
motion because of its soft properties. Even if the braces are tightly fastened and attached to the forearm,
the migration cannot be avoided. Therefore, if force is applied to the braces, it will cause the braces
to move. In short, the distance between the braces and wrist (r1) is varied. Firstly, we assume the
maximum amount of forearm tissue expansion to be 10 mm. So, if the force is exerted on the braces,
the displacement of the braces would be 10 mm. Let us note that the displacement of the human
forearm soft tissue is considered only in the direction along the forearm that aligns with y-axis direction
in this paper. For simplicity, we ignore the linear displacement in other directions and the rotation of
human soft tissue. Secondly, the concept of the dynamic pair is used, and we can view the forearm
as having a spring-like behavior. The spring constant of the forearm is set as 143 N/m, as found in
the literature [19]. Finally, we can perform position and force analysis to understand the impact of
the human body’s softness properties. Although, this calculation cannot accurately predict the actual
displacement of the attachment and only the maximum displacement (10 mm) is considered, the effect
of the braces’ movement may now be discussed in a reasonable way. In Figure 10, ∆s represents the
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displacement of braces, which changes during the movement. Hence, the length of the fixed link (r1)
would become the following:

r1
′ = r1 ± ∆s (20)Machines 2020, 8, 23 10 of 15 
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Static Force Analysis of a Wrist Rehabilitation Robot

In this section, we focus on the RRPR mechanism. The discussion of outcomes is addressed in two
parts as follows: (1) offset influences; (2) compliance effects. Firstly, if the human joint and robot joint
are not properly aligned, the offset may exist. We want to know how these existing offsets can have
potentially adverse effects on rehabilitation. For this propose, it is assumed that the mechanism does
not have any compliant components; therefore, only the hand is considered to comply with its spring
constant as 172.5 N/m. Moreover, the hand link (lh) shown in Figure 2a is set as 70 mm and the offset is
assigned as 30 mm in six directions. More precisely, the offset lies in the x direction, y direction and at
an angle of 45 degrees to the x direction with both the positive and negative directions. Figure 11a
shows the results of each case and the comparisons of the results are seen in Figure 11b. The analysis of
the unwanted force reveals that the effect of the x direction offset is greater than in other cases, whereas
the offset in the y direction has only a slight impact. This implies that, when a larger x-direction offset
exists, it generates a larger displacement of the attachment along with the human hand (dtot), leading to
a larger unwanted force. In order to improve the user’s comfort, more attention should be paid to the
reduction of the x-direction offset. Moreover, Figure 12a demonstrates the proportionality of the offset
magnitude and unwanted force. A clear trend can be found in both the positive and negative directions
of the x-axis. In Figure 12b, we can see that increasing the initial offset results in a greater unwanted
force. It is evident that a larger initial offset causes an increased displacement of the hand-attached
point and producing a larger unwanted force. Consequently, the offset should be as small as possible,
which only produces an unwanted force within the allowable range to prevent patients from feeling
uncomfortable during rehabilitation. We further examine the rotation angle of the hand link (lh) with
the offsets in various magnitudes and directions. It can be observed from Figure 13 that, although the
beginning and the end angles of the hand link have changed, the total rotation angle is not influenced
by the offset in the x direction in all cases. However, as we can see from Figure 14, a larger rotation
angle range of the hand link results from a larger offset in the positive y direction. On the contrary,
a smaller motion range of hand link can be found due to a larger offset in the negative y direction.
These results indicate that if there exists an offset in the y direction, more attention should be paid to
the range of motion of the hand link changes.
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In addition, the use of different spring constant of compliance elements combining the human
hand as a series spring set was considered. The results are given in Figure 15a, and we can see that
the unwanted force varies depending on the total spring constant (ktot) of the hand with compliance.
From Figure 15b, it can be observed that a larger spring constant causes a larger unwanted force.
These results are in line with our expectation according to Equation (1) that the unwanted force
increases with the total spring constant (ktot). Compared to the case without compliance, the maximum
unwanted force is reduced to 38% while the softest compliance (ktot = 106.7 N/m) is used.
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3.2. Addition of Passive Joints and the Consideration of Human Soft Tissue

In this section, we discuss the results of kineto-static analysis and evaluate the force applied on the
wrist in different conditions. Using the methods described previously, the outcomes are presented into
two parts: (1) comparison between the addition of passive joints and the consideration of human soft
tissue; (2) the effects of the forearm’s softness during motion. It is important to notice that our analyzed
target is right-handed, and the analysis is accomplished during the flexion motion of the right hand.
In other words, the angle of the hand, θ, varies from −40◦ to 40◦. For the first part, the same output
torque (Tout = 1.2 N·m) is applied for the cases of the addition of passive joints into the exoskeleton, and
the soft characteristics of the human body are taken into account for joint misalignment compensation.
The force acted on the wrist joint can be seen from Figure 16. The difference between the maximum
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and minimum wrist forces is not obvious in both cases, while, for the addition of the passive joint case,
the average wrist force is less. The reason for the results may be thought to be that the displacement
caused by the softness of the hand can also be considered as an addition of a prismatic joint into the
robot. Therefore, this seems to provide the first evidence that we may model human soft tissue as one
passive joint in robot design.
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Figure 16. Wrist force comparisons with the addition of passive joints (RRRR) and consideration of
human soft characteristics (RRPR).

Secondly, we verify the effectiveness of the characteristics of the human soft tissue on an exoskeleton
during rehabilitation. As mentioned, we consider that the displacement of braces exists; however,
only the maximum displacement of the braces is considered. From Figure 17, we can observe that
if we consider that the braces can move, the wrist force decreases from 19.10 to 16.79 N. It may be
reasonable to suppose that considering the characteristics of human soft tissue, the braces become
equivalent to the addition of compliance, which results in a relatively small wrist force. In simpler
terms, part of the force is absorbed by the soft human part. Moreover, the distance between braces and
wrist changes due to the movement of the braces, so that the angle range of the wrist also changes
from 80◦ to 73.75◦. It is apparent that only one link length changes while the other rigid links remain
unchanged. Moreover, the range of the output angle should change. Consequently, from the results,
we can say that the impact of human soft tissue cannot be ignored in robot design.
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4. Conclusions and Future Work

Unlike many rehabilitation devices, which rely on manual adjustment for joint misalignment,
the use of compliance and the addition of passive joints have been separately discussed in this research.
Kineto-static analysis on a wrist rehabilitation robot has been performed, providing valid and feasible
ideas for designing a safer and comfortable rehabilitation robot. (1) The effects of offset between human
and robot joints in various directions and magnitudes are studied. The x-direction offset produces
a larger unwanted force, while the y-direction offset has influenced the angular range of hand link.
In addition, the use of compliance between human and robot aims to reduce an unwanted force. (2) The
addition of passive joints is applied to compensate for joint misalignment, and we use the concept
of the dynamic pair to model the human forearm for analysis. Our results show that if we consider
the soft nature of the human body as a passive joint in the exoskeleton, the compensation for joint
misalignment is similar. (3) Consideration of the characteristics of human soft tissues will cause the
braces to move during the movement. This effect cannot be ignored in the design of wearable robots.

Although the 1-DOF robot analyzed in this research is relatively simple, we expect that the current
discussion may further help extend the knowledge of joint misalignment compensation. With regards to
future works, there are still some issues that should be considered in the design process. First, the robot
should be designed to ensure human kinematic compatibility, for example, three DOF for the human
wrist. Moreover, the acceptable limits of human parts’ movement need to be carefully investigated to
avoid harmful effects to users. Finally, both the softness of the forearm and hand should be considered
so that it can be more reasonably applied to practical applications.

Furthermore, a lightweight and portable rehabilitation device is still a long-standing demand.
Taking into account the preliminary findings of the present paper, modeling human soft tissue as a
passive joint in the exoskeleton may be a possible solution to further reduce weight and increase the
compactness of the robot. We expect that these practical improvements will not only help to enhance
safety and comfort, but also help to improve the portability of in-home rehabilitation.
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